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1. The correct statement amongst the following in the context of UFP fabrics is:
   - UFP decreases when fabric is under stress
   - UFP decreases when fabric is under stretch
   - UFP decreases when cotton fabric becomes wet
   - UFP increases when cotton fabric becomes wet

   No. the answer is incorrect.
   [Book 9]

2. The correct statement amongst the following in the context of UFP fabrics is:
   - UFP decreases when fabric is under stretch
   - UFP decreases when fabric is under stress
   - UFP decreases when cotton fabric becomes wet
   - UFP increases when cotton fabric becomes wet

   No. the answer is incorrect.
   [Book 9]

3. The correct statement amongst the following in the context of UFP fabrics is:
   - With increase in pore size, UFP increases
   - With increase in pore size, UFP decreases
   - With increase in pore size, UFP remains unchanged
   - With increase in pore size, UFP decreases

   No. the answer is incorrect.
   [Book 9]

4. The correct statement amongst the following in the context of UFP fabrics is:
   - UFP decreases as fabric becomes wetter
   - UFP decreases as fabric becomes drier
   - UFP increases as fabric becomes wetter
   - UFP increases as fabric becomes drier

   No. the answer is incorrect.
   [Book 9]

5. The correct statement amongst the following in the context of UFP fabrics is:
   - With increase in pore size, UFP increases
   - With increase in pore size, UFP decreases
   - With increase in pore size, UFP remains unchanged
   - With increase in pore size, UFP decreases

   No. the answer is incorrect.
   [Book 9]

6. The correct sequence of a spectrum of electromagnetic radiation in descending order of wavelength is:
   - Infrared > Visible > UV > X Ray
   - Visible > Infrared > UV > X Ray
   - Infrared > UV > Visible > X Ray
   - UV > Visible > Infrared > X Ray

   No. the answer is incorrect.
   [Book 9]

7. The correct statement amongst the following in the context of UFP fabrics is:
   - UFP decreases as fabric becomes wetter
   - UFP decreases as fabric becomes drier
   - UFP increases as fabric becomes wetter
   - UFP increases as fabric becomes drier

   No. the answer is incorrect.
   [Book 9]

8. The correct statement amongst the following in the context of UFP fabrics is:
   - UFP decreases as fabric becomes wetter
   - UFP decreases as fabric becomes drier
   - UFP increases as fabric becomes wetter
   - UFP increases as fabric becomes drier

   No. the answer is incorrect.
   [Book 9]

9. The correct statement amongst the following in the context of UFP fabrics is:
   - UFP decreases as fabric becomes wetter
   - UFP decreases as fabric becomes drier
   - UFP increases as fabric becomes wetter
   - UFP increases as fabric becomes drier

   No. the answer is incorrect.
   [Book 9]